At their November 2019 meeting, the Trustees agreed to make the following grants to Cambridge University Departments, Centres or Schools. In most cases there is a requirement on the recipient to supply matching funding, usually from an external source.

**Schools of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences:**

- **Archaeology:** £10,000 over one year towards research assistance for *Abu Salabikh Archaeological Project: recreating a Sumerian city* (applicant: Professor Nicholas Postgate)
- **Criminology:** £4,188 over one month towards salary costs for *Character virtue in infancy: how does a sense of justice develop?* (applicant: Dr Jennifer Lavoie)
- **Music:** £5,060 over three months towards research costs for *Electromagnetically prepared piano* (applicant: Mr Richard Causton)

**Schools of Biological Sciences and Clinical Medicine:**

- **Oncology:** £10,000 over one year towards consumable costs for *Circadian gene profiling of normal and malignant human airway organoids* (applicant: Dr Zhenguang Zhang)
- **Pathology:** £16,300 over one year towards consumable costs for *Characterising DNA Replication to Target Malaria* (applicant: Dr Michael Boemo)
- **Pharmacology:** £21,804 over six months, partly in the form of underwriting, towards salary costs for *Interactions between hypoxia, type 2 IP3 receptors and invasion of glioblastoma cells* (applicant: Professor Colin Taylor)
- **Psychiatry:** £2,627 over one year towards research costs for *Sound and Vision* (applicant: Dr John Suckling)
- **Psychology:** £5,965 over six months towards minor equipment and consumable costs for *Impact of maternal experience of intimate partner violence on infant emotion processing* (applicant: Dr Laura Katus)
- **Zoology:** £12,500 over thirteen months towards research and access costs for *The contribution of cell division to axis extension in insects* (applicant: Dr Matthew Benton)
- **Zoology:** £29,967 over eight months towards salary costs for *Novel insights into parasite evolution for the 21st Century* (applicant: Dr Helen Leggett)

**Schools of Physical Sciences and Technology:**

- **Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics:** £19,487 over five months towards salary costs for *Quantum information-theoretic learning* (applicant: Dr Hao-Chung Cheng)
- **Geography:** £7,455 over one year towards research costs for *Multi-chronometer dating of climate and ecological change within Africa’s oldest lake* (applicant: Professor Christine Lane)